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Optical correlators have the promise of reducing the computational time required in 
optical processing applications that require two-dimensional Fourier transforms (2D-FTs). 
This is because optical correlators take advantage of the natural property of spherical 
lenses to perform the 2D-FTs optically. An application that used a specially configured 
optical correlator as an imaging system was used in the development of this thesis. The 
configuration was implemented to study the properties of liquid crystal television (LCTV) 
cells for use in optical correlators. Optical correlators and optical correlation are discussed 
in detail in subsequent chapters. 
The Hybrid Vision Section at the Johnson Space Center (JSC) is currently conducting 
research on real-time optical correlation with the goal of developing a tracking optical 
correlator ·for use in such space applications as autonomous docking and landing. The 
system will ultimately be able to identify a specific object (or feature) and to determine the 
azimuth, elevation, range, roll, pitch, and yaw of the object. The correlator that JSC is 
currently working on is hybrid in nature in the sense that it combines both optical and 
digital processing of image data to determine object identification and orientation. Input 
image data and the desired filter characteristics are transferred to liquid crystal television 
(LCTV) spatial light modulators (SIMs) by a digital computer; the correlation operation 
is performed by optical means [Ref. 1]. 
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The nonlinear characteristics of spatial light modulators and the effect of these 
characteristics on the performance of optical correlators is not yet fully understood. The 
transmittance of a pixel of a SIM depends on the voltage applied to the pixel. Ideally, the 
transmittance is a linear function of the applied voltage; in practice, however, the 
transmittance is a nonlinear, complex function of the voltage applied to a pixel of the 
SLM. This complex transmittance affects not only the amplitude of the coherent wave 
being modulated, but also the phase of this wave. The goal of this thesis was to provide 
a means for examining the effects of an experimentally obtained transmittance curve for 
a given LCTV SIMon a known test signal using MATLAB, a commercially available 
computation software package, to simulate the optical correlator. The JSC correlator was 
configured to operate as an imaging system (as described later) and this system was 
modeled by computer simulation to provide a visual method for comparing the effects 
using simulated images with those obtained in the actual imaging system. 
Chapter ll provides an overview of the optical correlation process. It also describes 
a generic optical correlator, the 4f (i.e., 4 focal length) VanderLugt correlator, and then, 
specifically, the Johnson Space Center's Hybrid Vision Lab optical correlator, a modified 
2f correlator. This chapter also provides a description of the types of spatial light 
modulators being used for these applications and their function. It concludes with a brief 
discussion of the characteristics of the LCTV SIMs under investigation by the Hybrid 
Vision Lab and some specifics of their application in the JSC optical correlator. 
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Chapter ill delves into a more thorough treatment of liquid crystal television spatial 
light modulators and discusses the specific techniques used at the Hybrid Vision Lab to 
characterize the LCTV SIMs in their optical correlator. A comparison of two methods 
used to characterize the LCTV SIMs (implementation of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
and use of a novel method devised by Soutar of the Hybrid Vision Lab) is presented, as 
are the merits of choosing the second method over the first for characterizing the liquid 
crystal cells. Finally, the chapter concludes by giving the results of the characterization 
and illustrating the nonlinear transmittance of the SIMs, using plots of the transmittance 
phase and amplitude as a function of the full range of voltages that wereapplied to a given 
pixel. 
Chapter IV describes the simulation program developed for this thesis and the results 
of its implementation using the SIM characterization data obtained in Chapter m. It 
details the development of the imaging model used in the simulation, discusses how the 
experimentally obtained SIM data was incorporated into the simulation, and compares 
images obtained from the simulation output with images from the actual imaging system. 
The signal used as an input to the system, a spatial chirp, is developed and one-
dimensional images are created and used to simulate operation of the system using 
MATLAB and Spyglass transform, two software packages. The extension to two-
dimensions follows and a comparison is made to the performance of the actual system. 
Additionally, a comparison of an "ideal" SI.M, i.e., one with linear transmittance, is made 
with that of the transmittance from the actual SIMs used in the Hybrid Vision Lab 
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correlator to illustrate the effects of this nonlinear behavior on the performance of the 
imaging system. This chapter also looks at controlling the nonlinear effects of the SLMs 
by limiting the range of voltages being applied to each of the pixels. 
Chapter V provides a summary of the results in the thesis and discusses possibilities 
for future thesis study. The Appendix gives the source code used for the simulation. 
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fl. BACKGROUND 
A. SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS 
1. Description 
Spatial light modulators are classified by the way they modify light. Several classes 
are possible depending on the complex amplitude transmittance, T, of the device, where 
Tis of the form 
T(v(x,y)) = J! (v(x,y)) expU<J>(v(x,y))). (1) 
Here, I is the fraction of the incident intensity that is transmitted, ¢ is the added phase of 
the transmitted light, and v(x,y) is the voltage applied to the modulator at position (x,y). 
Rather than using x,y (the pixel position), we prefer to m,n to represent the pixel number 
(where m,n are integers). For a pixel located at position (m,n), the transmittance is of the 
form 
T(v(m,n)) = J!(v(m,n)) exp(j<J>(v(m,n))), (2) 
where v(m,n) is the voltage applied to the pixel at (m,n). 
"Amplitude-only" SIMs are those where the amplitude of the transmittance changes 
as a function of applied voltage, but the phase remains constant [Ref. 5]. When T is plotted 
in the complex plane with v(m,n) as a parameter, the plot is a straight line passing through 
the origin as shown on the left side of Figure 1. Similarly, "phase-only" SLMs affect only 
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the phase of the transmitted light but have no effect on the amplitude. When their 
transmittance is plotted in the complex plane as a function of applied voltage, they have 
a constant magnitude but a changing phase as shown on the right side of Figure 1. 
"Coupled" modulators are SIMs that have transmittance values that fall on a curve that is 
neither straight, nor a circular arc, nor does it pass through the origin. For these 
modulators, the values of both vl and ¢ change as a function of the applied voltage. 
Finally, "discrete" modulators are complex SIMs that have their transmittance values 
drawn from a finite set of possible values; they are a special case of a coupled modulator. 
Figure 2 provides examples of curves for coupled and discrete modulators. 
Im T Im T 
-
v ReT ----------~-------- ReT 
Amplitude-Only Phase-Only 
. Figure 1. Left curve depicts amplitude-only SLM and right curve depicts 
phase-only SIM. 
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The liquid crystal cells used for this simulation are discrete modulators due to the 









• !\ReT • Im T --------4-----~~ 
Coupled Discrete 
Figure 2. Left curve depicts coupled SLM and right curve depicts discrete 
SLM. 
2. LCTVSIMs 
The Hybrid Vision Lab optical correlator was constructed using two of the three 
liquid cells from a commercially available liquid crystal television (LCTV) projector; the 
Epson Crystal Image Video Projector (Model E1020) [Ref. 4]. The cells corresponding 
to the green and red video inputs on the LCTV were used for the input and filter plane 
modulators of the optical correlator, respectively. The separate RGB video inputs of the 
projector allow independent control of the drive signals to each of the cells. 
The liquid crystal cells that were characterized for the simulation were of the twisted 
nematic type mounted between orthogonal linear polarizers. This type of liquid crystal is 
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anisotropic and has associated with it a molecular "director". The director refers to the 
alignment of the molecular structure of the crystal and is parallel to the optical axis of the 
crystal. Measurements have determined that the director of the SLMs rotates through 
approximately 80-90 degrees across the thickness of the cell, hence the liquid crystal is 
called "twisted" [Refs. 4 and 7]. 
The following discussion regarding the modulation characteristics of the Epson 
LCTV cells follows Ref. 4. The type of modulation achieved by the LCTV cell is 
dependent on the input and output polarizer settings and on the pixel's bias voltage v(m,n). 
For normal operation of the projection TV, the input linear polarizer axis is set at 90 
degrees relative to the director in the front of the cell. For the condition where no voltage 
is applied to the cell, the output light is also linearly polarized, but is rotated relative to 
the input. For an LCTV cell with a twist angle of 90 degrees, Cotariu et al. found that 
when the output polarizer is aligned at 90 degrees relative to the input polarizer, the light 
output is a maximum with 0 volts input to the cell [Ref. 4]. If the voltage to the cell is 
increased, the alignment of the linearly polarized output light from the liquid crystal is 
changed by an angle, 6, and the output light amplitude from the analyzer is decreased by 
the cos(6). For this mode, the phase shift of the light is usually small, and the modulation 
is considered "amplitude-mostly". 
If the input polarizer is set such that its axis is parallel to the director in the front of 
the cell, and if the bias voltage applied to the cell is set to minimum, the output light 
amplitude from the analyzer varies little as the voltage to the cell is increased, and the 
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ouput phase varies as the voltage to the cell is increased. This type of modulation is 
referred to as "phase-mostly" operation. Phase modulation exceeding 360 degrees has been 
obtained using this configuration [Refs. 4 and 9]. Whereas amplitude and phase-only 
SIMs, as described in the previous subsection, are ideal cases, the amplitude and phase-
mostly configurations described above are the best that can be achieved using actual LCTV 
SIMs. 
Several groups [Refs. 4, 7, and 9] have reported that LCTV cells naturally exhibit 
a "coupled" behavior, as defmed in subsection ll.A.l, with respect to their modulation 
characteristics (i.e., both the phase and amplitude of the output light from the analyzer 
vary as voltage to the cell is varied). The LCTV SIM used in this thesis was characterized 
to show this coupled modulation behavior. The process used to characterize the SiM is 
described in detail in Chapter ill. 
B. OPTICAL CORRELATION 
The followmg discussion of optical correlation follows Ref. 3. The cross-correlation 
cJg(rx, ry) of two imagesf(X,y) and g(x,y) is given as: 
ctlr.x,T.) = f(x,y) ® g(x,y) 
- J J f(x,y)g(x+T.x,Y+T.y) dx dy. (3) 
In this equation, g(x,y) is the reference or target image that is being searched for in the 
scenef(X,y). In general,fand g are complex. The cross-correlation will have large values 
at (rx, ry) combinations that correspond to the locations of g(x,y) withinf(x,y) and small 
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values everywhere else. Therefore, if c1g(rx , rY) can be formed and searched for large 
values, the presence of g(x,y) in scene f(x,y) can be detected and located. The two-
dimensional cross-correlation may be expressed in terms of spatial Fourier transforms as: 
(4) 
where FT -J is the inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform and F(u, v) is the two-
dimensional spatial Fourier transform off(x,y): 
F(u,v) = J J j(x,y)e -}21t(ux+ry) dx dy, (5) 
where ·u and v are the spatial frequencies. Likewise, G(u, v) is the two-dimensional Fourier 
transform of g(x,y) and G*(u, v) is the complex conjugate of G(u, v) [Ref. 3]. 
Typical imaging systems use optics at the front end of a system to gather the scene 
and then process the information digitally. Computationally, the cross-correlation operation 
of Equation 4 requires taking a 20-FT of the input image j(x,y), multiplying that by the 
appropriate filter G* (u, v), and taking an inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform to 
obtain the cross-correlation of the two. 
Figure 3 shows the basic concept of a frequency plane correlator. The imagej(x,y) 
is realized by an SLM in the input plane, Pl, and transformed optically by lens Ll with 
the transform appearing in the filter plane, P2. When the input image, in the front focal 
plane of lens Ll, is illuminated by a coherent plane wave, the 20-FT of f(x,y) (i.e., 
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F(u, v)) illuminates the filter SLM, P2, in the back focal plane of lens Ll, which has the 
complex transmittance G* (u, v). A number of filters, representing the complex conjugates 
of the Fourier transforms of potential input scenes, are stored in the correlator' s memory 
for use as inputs to the SLM located in the filter plane, P2. The light leaving the filter 
plane SLM is given by the product F(u, v)G* (u, v). A second 2D-FT is then realized in the 
correlation plane, P3, by passing this light through the second lens, L2. The second 2D-FT 
results in the cross-correlation of f(x,y) and g(x,y), except that optically, the effect of 
taking two successive forward 2D-FTs is a reversal of the coordinate axes in the 
correlation plane. Therefore, to achieve the desired result of Equation 4, the image in the 
correlation plane must be reversed (either electronically or optically) [Ref. 3]. When the 
Fourier transform of the input scene matches the selected filter exactly, the correlation 
peak at the output of the correlator manifests itself as a bright spot in the the correlation 
plane, P3. The position of the spot corresponds to the position of the image in the input 
plane. The intensity of the spot in the correlation plane provides a measure of the strength 
of the match (i.e., the brighter the spot, the better the match) [Ref. 8]. 
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Frequency Plane Correlator 
INPUT FILTER CORRELATION 
Pl Ll P2 L2 P3 
Figure 3. Schematic of a Frequency Plane Correlator. 
In applications such as autonomous docking of spacecraft or other scene recognition 
scenarios, the input scene is an arbitrary image; therefore several filters might be required 
before the desired correlation peak is obtained. As mentioned above, the filters are 
complex conjugates of the Fourier transforms of potential input scenes (i.e. , for the 
autonomous docking application, these might be sevenil orientations of a spacecraft). The 
filters are transferred to the filter plane at a fixed rate and the correlation plane evaluated 
prior to the selection of the next filter. A substantial computational savings may therefore 
be realized by the use of optical means to perform the correlation operation rather than 
using digital processing methods since there is a finite processing time associated with the 
latter. The next two sections provide a description of a generic optical correlator, the 4f 
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V anderLugt correlator, and then describe the modified 2f correlator implemented by the 
JSC Hybrid Vision Section. 
1. 4f Correlator 
Figure 4 shows the block diagram for the 4f VanderLugt correlator [Ref. 2]. 
The focus lens, light pinhole and collimating lens are a beam expander that produces an 
approximate plane wave at the input plane (i.e., the location of SIMI). We will assume 
that this plane wave has an amplitude A and a phase of zero so that the phasor 
representation of the plane wave at the input side of the input plane is 
f. = Aef0 =A. 
1 mput (6) 
(In using phasor notation, we can convert the phasor to the wave by performing the 
operation 
l(XJ',z,t) = Re{[el21t(vt-(z/J...))} (7) 



















The scene f(x,y) is applied electronically to SIMI under computer control; the 
transmittance of SIMI, T1, is (ideally) linearly proportional tof(x,y), 
(8) 
where k is a constant of proportionality. The output of SIMI is the product of the input 
light wave and the transmittance, 
(9) 
(Note that this is how we can achieve the multiplication operation in optics.) 
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One of the characteristics of a spherical lens operating with coherent light is that, if 
an arbitrary spatial light distribution is placed in the front focal plane of a lens (i.e., one 
focal length in front of this lens), then the light distribution in the back focal plane (one 
focal length behind the lens) is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the input 
distribution [Ref. 10]. Thus, optics can easily compute the two-dimensional Fourier 
transform. We place the output of SIMI in the front focal plane of a lens, FTLl, of focal 
lengthfz (as in Fig. 4) and the light distribution at the back focal plane (called the filter 
plane) will be 
(10) 
where, for simplicity, we have ignored amplitude and size scaling constants. 
In the back focal plane of this first transforming lens, we place a second spatial light 
modulator, SIM2. We then electronically apply a desired filter function G* to the SLM 
under computer control. The transmittance of SIM2 is, again, proportional to G*, so 
(11) 
where we have assumed the same constant of proportionality, k, as SLMl. The light 
distribution at the output of SIM2 is the product of the light distribution (Eq. 10) and T2, 
i (x ,y ) - k 2AFI(x ,y )G *(x 11 ) o filter filter filter - filter filter filter'-" filter · (12) 
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We now should perform the inverse two-dimensional Fourier transform of this light 
distribution, but this operation is not easily done optically. Instead we recall that the 
transform of the transform of a function returns an inverted version of the function, i.e., 
9191/{x,y)}} = f( -x, -y). (13) 
Optically, two successive transforms will return an inverted version of the original light 
distribution. (As previously mentioned, inverted images are easily reversed electronically 
or optically in our display.) So, we place a second lens, FIL2, one focal length away from 
the output of SLM2. (See Fig. 4.) In the back focal plane of this lens (called the 
correlation plane), we will have the two-dimensional transform of the light out of SLM2 
(Eq. 12), or 
i (x ,y ) = k 2A91FG *} correlation correlation correlation 
=k 2Ac (-x -y ) jg correlation' correlation · 
(14) 
Again, scaling constants in amplitude and size have been omitted for simplicity. A charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera detects the intensity of the light in the correlation plane. 
This intensity pattern is displayed on a standard video output device with the cross-
correlation peaks appearing as bright spots in the display. Axis reversal is compensated 
by manipulation of the intensity pattern using a control computer that is interfaced with the 
video output device. Hence, we see that the 4f correlator does, indeed, perform the two-
dimensional cross-correlation operation. If the focal lengths of the two transforming lenses 
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are equal, the length of the optical system (without the beam expander) is four times the 
focal length. 
LCTV SIMs can be used at the input and filter planes to place the inputf(x,y) and 
filter G*(x,y) images in the correlator. The transmittance of these LCTV SIMs is non-
ideal; this is discussed in detail in Chapter m. The 4f system is an adequate correlation 
system with the exception of its length. For this reason, the system adopted by the JSC 
Hybrid Vision Lab is the modified 2f system. 
2. Modified 2f Correlator 
Figure 5 illustrates the modified 2f system implemented by the Hybrid Vision 








f2 old' (15) 
to combine two contacting lenses (i.e., to calculate a new single, equivalent lens with focal 
length/new) and to move the relative placement of the input and filter planes to reduce the 
required dimensions of the correlator. A brief description of the lens combination process 
as it applies to the 2f system of Figure 5 is given here; a thorough treatment of the subject 
is provided by Reference 2. 
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Hybrid Vision Lab Optical Correlator 
fl-2f f2-2f~ 
d 
~ [~-0 ...._ ~ 
I I ~ He-Ne FTL12r Laser FTL22r CCD 
SL Ml .SLM2 Camera 
Focus Frame Pinhole 
Lens Grabbers 
Figure 5. Hybrid Vision Lab modified 2f optical correlator. 
The input plane-of the 4f correlator, consisting of the first liquid crystal spatial light 
modulator, SLMl, is moved behind the first Fourier transform lens. This introduces a 
quadratic phase factor at the filter plane that is proportional to the distance d between the 
input and filter planes as detailed in Chapter IV. A phase compensation lens with focal 
length equal to dis (conceptually) placed next to the filter SLM, SLM2, to eliminate this 
phase error. The second Fourier transform lens in the 4f correlator, FTL2, is moved to 
this phase compensation lens and combined, according to Equation 15, to form the second 
lens in the 2f correlator, FTI22r. The focal length of this lens is.fz_21 and is calculated using 
the thin lens formula, 1 /fz_21= 1 ld + 1 /fz. Although this combination introduces a second 
quadratic phase factor in the light distribution in the correlation plane (as discussed in 
Chapter IV), this phase is irrelevant since the correlation is intensity detected by the CCD 
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camera and all phase information is lost. Because the light after the first collimation lens 
in the 4f system is parallel, the entire system described above is moved toward the 
collimation lens until the first Fourier transform lens touches the collimation lens. Again 
using Equation 5, these two lenses are combined to form FTL12r with focal length equal 
to_h_?f[Ref. 2]. Correlation-plane signal-to-noise ratios for this implementation have been 
found to exceed 100:1 [Ref. 4]. 
The frame grabbers illustrated in Figure 5 (manufactured by Imaging Technology 
Inc.) are digital-to-analog (D/ A) and analog-to-digital (A/D) devices that provide the 
interface between the correlator control computer and the input and filter SLMs. The 
frame grabbers are used to convert the digital output from the computer to a voltage for 
use by SLMl and SLM2 and a third frame grabber digitizes the signals from the CCD 
camera for further manipulation by the correlator computer. This data may then be either 
displayed or analyzed as desired. 
To provide an accurate simulation of the Hybrid Vision Lab correlator, the measured 
transmittance of the actual LCTV SLMs was desired. Although phase-mostly and 
amplitude-~ostly configurations of polarization settings were achieved, the configuration 
chosen for the simulation was a coupled (as described in Subsection ll.A.l), discrete 
configuration (i.e., equivalent to that shown in the right half of Figure 2). The next 
chapter details the method used to determine the associated transmittance of these SLMs. 
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m. SLM CHARACTERIZATION 
The Hybrid Vision Lab correlator was set-up as described in Chapter II using the 
green and red liquid crystal cells from the Epson Model E1020 color TV projection unit 
for the input and filter plane SLMs. The setup was configured to obtain a maximum 
correlation peak using a known test pattern (i.e., using a known image at the input SLM 
of the correlator and the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform at the filter SLM); 
the correlator hardware was then positioned to obtain the maximum correlation peak 
possible. The complex transmittance cmve was then determined for the input SLM for use 
in the simulation. The magnitude of the transmittance is measured fairly easily; the phase 
measurement is more difficult. We will begin with the phase response measurement. 
A. BACKGROUND 
The standard method for measuring a phase shift in a transmissive device is the use 
of interferometric· techniques. One of the methods for measuring the SLM' s phase shift as 
a function of applied voltage involves implementation of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 
Figure 6 shows the generic set-up for this type of interferometer. A monochromatic, plane-
wave laser beam passes through a beam splitter. In the lower arm of the interferometer, 
the beam passes through the liquid crystal cell and lens ~ Fourier transforms the output 
light from the LCTV. The input beam splitter, mirror M1, and output beam splitter 
produce a slightly tilted plane wave at plane P2 • The fmal beam splitter allows 
recombination of the waves that are displayed as interference fringes on an intensity-
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sensitive detector, in this case an electronic imaging device, at P2• A computer is 
connected 'to the liquid crystal cell which allows the voltage applied to the pixels of the cell 
to be increased in 256 discrete steps. Each of the discrete steps represents a unique value 
of gray-scale. As the voltage applied to all pixels of the liquid crystal cell is incrementally 
stepped from that corresponding to 0 gray-scale to the voltage corresponding to 255 gray-
scale, the relative movement of the fringes provides a measure of the relative phase shift 







r-f f ---t 
Figure 6. Modified Mach-Zehnder Interferometer. (After Ref. 7). 
A method that proved to be more suitable to the task of characterizing the liquid 
crystal cells, especially for the phase shift measurement, was that devised by Soutar at the 
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Hybrid Vision Lab of the Johnson Space Center [Ref. 9].· The laboratory set-up for this 
method is shown at Figure 7. This set -up was chosen over the Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer because the the fringes were more stable. This is because the two beams 
forming the interference pattern pass through the same optical components and are 
therefore subject to the same mechanical movements. For characterization of the LCTV 
cells, this translated into improved measurement of the relative translation of the two 
beams. 
Laboratory Set-up - Soutar's Method 
I 
Lens 




Figure 7. Laboratory set -up for characterization of liquid crystal cell 
using Soutar's method. (After Ref. 9). 
The input to the system is a monochromatic plane wave. This passes through a 
Ronchi-ruling diffraction grating which splits the light into several diffraction orders. 
These encounter an order limiter, a piece of cardboard that acts as a crude spatial filter and 
blocks all but the two first-order beams. These two beams pass through a lens and are 
focused toward the liquid crystal cell. 
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For the phase characterization, the frame grabber places a different video pattern on 
each half of the LCTV cell. On one-half of the cell, this pattern is kept at a constant level 
equivalent to a gray-scale value of 0 (i.e., the pixels on one-half of the cell are addressed 
with the voltage corresponding to 0 gray-scale). On the other half of the cell, the pattern 
is sequentially incremented in gray-scale steps of 10 from a value corresponding to 0 gray-
scale up to the value corresponding to 250 gray-scale, plus an additional value 
corresponding to gray-scale 255. One of the diffraction orders passes through the region 
of fixed gray-scale and the other passes through the region of varying gray-scale. Each of 
the beams passes through a circular area with a 24-pixel diameter, which, for the two 
beams, represents approximately 1.3 percent of the total LCTV SIM pixels [Ref. 9]. A 
conceptual representation (head-on view) of this arrangement is shown at Figure 8. The 
two orders focus on a microscope objective (Fig. 7) where they recombine to form a fringe 
pattern that is magnified onto a CCD camera. For the measurements, as the frame-grabber 
steps the one gray-scale pattern through the full range of values as described (i.e., values 
of 0, 10, 20, 30, ... , 250, and 255), a second frame-grabber grabs a single line of the 
output (i.e., a single row of pixels) from the CCD camera for each of the increments of 
gray-scale. The relative phase shift caused by the different video signals on the two halves 
of the SIM is obtained by observing the fringe translation. 
Soutar used an image processing program, ASYST, to analyze the collected fringe 
data. Using a least squares method, the program found the minima of the fringes, 
determined the fringe shift, and calculated the relative shift, in radians. A plot of this 
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relative phase shift as a function of applied gray-scale value provides the phase of the 











Figure 8. Illustration of liquid crystal cell phase characterization 
technique. 
Amplitude characterization of the cell requires blocking the first -order beam passing 
through the 0 level region and passing the remaining beam through the variable gray-scale 
half of the liquid crystal cell. As the frame grabber cycles the LCTV gray-scale values 
from 0 to 250 in steps of 10, an optical power meter in the back focal plane of the lens 
measured the corresponding intensity at each of the values. In addition, the intensity 
transmittance at the gray-scale value of 255 was recorded. The square-root of the intensity 
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transmittance at each of the applied-voltage values provides the amplitude transmittance 
for the SLM. 
B. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
The two LCTV SI.Ms in the optical correlator were characterized in this fashion 
after the correlator was optimized to obtain a maximum correlation peak using a known 
test pattern. The input and output polarizer rotational settings for each of the liquid crystal 
cells and the brightness control on the LCTV base unit were preset for optimal correlator 
operation, and then the liquid crystal cells were characterized in-situ. 
The values of intensity versus gray-scale and phase shift versus gray-scale obtained 
for the input modulator are given in Tables I and II, respectively. Figure 9 provides plots 
of these data. 
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TABLE I. Values for Intensity Transmission as a Function of Gray-scale for 
SLMI. 
GRAY- INTENS. GRAY- INTENS. GRAY- INTENS. 
SCALE (Norm.) SCALE (Norm.) SCALE (Norm.) 
0 0.868 90 0.269 180 0.149 
10 0.953 100 0.177 190 0.189 
20 1.000 110 0.108 200 0.229 
30 0.974 120 0.067 210 0.271 
40 0.891 130 0.047 220 0.312 
50 0.794 140 0.046 230 0.356 
60 0.656 150 0.059 240 0.403 
70 0.527 160 0.082 250 0.435 
80 0.391 170 0.112 255 0.453 
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TABLE IT. Vatues for Phase Shift in Radians as a Function of Gray-scale for 
SLMl. 
GRAY- PHASE GRAY- PHASE GRAY- PHASE 
SCALE SHIFT SCALE SHIFT SCALE SHIFT 
0 0.000 90 1.106 180 4.570 
10 0.073 100 1.312 190 4.637 
20 0.166 110 1.537 200 4.684 
30 0.285 120 1.788 210 4.743 
40 0.378 130 2.894 220 4.783 
50 0.503 140 3.955 230 4.823 
60 0.623 150 4.272 240 4.857 
70 0.768 160 4.419 250 4.890 
80 0.914 170 4.518 255 4.895 
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Figure 9. Measured intensity transmittance vs. pixel gray-scale level. The amplitude 
of the intensity transmittance (left axis) and phase shift (right axis) are plotted. 
Figure 10 is a plot of the measured data in the· complex plane. Noting the nonlinear 
nature of the transmittance curve and considering that it might have an adverse effect on 
a signal processed by the imaging system led to a requirement for a simulation program 
to provide the capability for the operator to select a piecewise-linear portion of the 
transmittance curve by choosing the corresponding gray-scale value associated with the 
desired range of the transmittance curve. Inspection of Figure 9 indicates that two portions 
of the normalized amplitude transmittance curve that are reasonably linear are those 
corresponding to 20-120 gray-scale and 140-250 gray-scale. Chapter IV, therefore, 
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discusses the modeling of the correlator for simulation with primary consideration of the 
nonlinear aspect of the SLMs transmittance. 
GS = 0 
\ .... ____ - .If ... / ___ ... / 
Figure 10. Plot of measured complex transmittance for SLMl in the 
complex plane. Gray-scale values of end-points are noted .. 
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IV. SIMULATION OF THE CORRELATOR AS AN IMAGING SYSTEM 
Measurement of the transmittance characterization of the SLMs provided the 
necessary experimental data for input to the imaging system model. The particular 
correlator modelled in this thesis assumed an unaddressed filter SLM with unity amplitude 
transmittance (i.e., transmittance equal to lei<). Therefore, the resulting model is 
equivalent to a correlator configured as an (inverting) imaging system. This chapter details 
the development of the model for this system, discusses the incorporation of the measured 
and ideal SI.M data into the simulation, and provides a comparison of the simulation 
results with those obtained from the actual system. 
A. ASSUMPTIONS 
The imaging system simulation developed for the thesis included the following 
assumptions. The system modelled was the modified 2f correlator discussed in Chapter IT. 
The illumination was a uniform monochromatic plane wave. The input SLM was 
characterized from the data found using Soutar's method, discussed in Chapter m. The 
complex transmittance, as determined experimentally, was considered to be the same for 
each pixel in the SLM array. The filter-plane SLM was assumed to be "unaddressed" (i.e., 
the cell had only a bias voltage applied, essentially equivalent to the gray-scale level 20 
shown in Fig. 9) for the purposes of simulation and subsequently for verification of the 
simulation; therefore, a unit-amplitude, constant-phase transmittance was assumed for the 
filter. Although this assumption was insignificant to the performance of the simulation of 
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the correlator as an imaging system, it would have a significant impact for the simulation 
of the correlator with an "addressed" filter plane SLM. 
B. SPATIAL CHIRP EXCITATION 
1. Desired Characteristics 
Several candidates for an appropriate spatial signal for the SLM were studied for 
their relative desirability as an input to the system. Desirability in this sense meant finding 
a signal .with a broad spatial frequency content so that its energy would be spread across 
the entire filter plane SLM. This specification will have utility in follow-on work for 
determining appropriate filters to use in standardizing correlator set -up. 
2. Spatial Chirp Signal 
With this criteria in mind, the signal chosen was the spatial chirp or linear FM 
signal. The goal was to provide a signal of the form 
v(m,n) = C+A(m,n)sin(ljT(m,n)), (16) 
where v(m,n) is the desired spatial drive voltage signal, Cis a constant, and A(m,n) and 
ljf(m ,n) are the m-th horizontal and n-th vertical pixel' s amplitude transmittance and phase 
shift. A one-dimensional SLM was modeled, i.e., a single row of pixels of length N=256. 
The implemented chirp equation mathematically is 
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where fo is the reference or carrier frequency, fa is the maximum frequency deviation about 
fo (both iii radians), and m is the m-th pixel location. To allow the voltage to vary the 
magnitude of the transmittance over the full range of gray-scale values from 0 to 255, the 
amplitude, A, requires an offset value of 255/2 (or 127.5) and a gain value of 127.5. The 
computer simulation provides a means for selecting the maximum and minimum values of 
gray-scale available. The general forms for offset and gain, therefore, are that the offset 
equals one-half of the sum of the maximum and minimum gray-scale values selected, and 
the gain equals the offset minus the minimum gray-scale value selected. The resulting 
equation for the chirp function over the full range of gray-scale (0 to 255) is 
. [ ( /dl (fd N-1]. ( 2rr:ml] v(m) = 127.5+127.5·smm / 0 +2. - 2 . 2rr: sm N- 1 . (18) 
For comparison pmposes, the simulation also provides for the selection of a cosine 
excitation that is given by 
v(m) = ojjset+gain (cos(m/10)). (19) 
The argument of the function was scaled by a factor of 10 to provide better resolution of 
this function, i.e., a fewer number of cycles. 
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C. CORRELATOR MODEL 
The modified 2f correlator described in Chapter II was modeled in the following 
manner. A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 11. 
FTL12r 
SLM2 
---- fl I fz ----+ 
1-d---1 
Figure 11. Model for 2f correlator including (conceptual) phase compensation lens, 
FCL, behind SIM2 .. 
The illumination is considered to be a normally incident, monochromatic plane wave 
with amplitude, A. The light, slx,y), at the output spatial light modulator SLM1 is [Ref. 
10] 
(20) 
where the pupil function, P(x,y), accounts for the finite extent of the lens aperture and has 
a value of 1 if SLM1 is fully illuminated, as we shall assume. The complex transmittance 
of SLM1 is represented by T1(x,y). Assuming that the filter SLM has a complex 
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transmittance Tlx,y), the light at the output of the second SLM (SLM2) located in the 




We note that the left hand side of Eqn. 22 is the spatial Fourier transform of Tdx,y) 
evaluated at the spatial frequencies.fx=x2 !Ad and_{y=y2 /Ad. Using a (conceptual) phase 
compensation lens,· Fa, with a focallengthf=d introduces a phase factor exp [-jk/2d 
(x/+y/)1 that cancels the phase term of s2 , resulting in [Ref. 10] 
(23) 
Finally, in the correlation plane located a distance/= .fz behind lens, FTL2, the light field 
is [Ref. 10] 
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(24) 
where Y ' { •} indicates the two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform evaluated at the 
spatial frequencies.fx=x/.tl.fz and/y=x/.tl.fz. Combining terms and assuming that T2 equals 
unity, we have [Ref. 1 0] 
·Y'{t( X Y]} 1 
'Ad' 'Ad ' 
(25) 
Using the similarity theorem [Ref. 1 0] 
(26) 
where 




where T1=Y/ (I1}. Evaluating this transform atfx=x/Ad and./y=y/Ad, we get 
(29) 
Since Tlx,y)=Y{.Y{T1(x,y)}}, we can apply the inversion theorem, Y{Y{J(x,y)}}= 
f(-x,-y) which yields 
Substituting this result back into Eqn. 25 results in 
= 





. r(- x3d _y3dl· 
1 J; ' J; 
(30) 
(31) 
The (conceptual) phase compensation lens, FCL, and the Fourier transform lens, FTL2, 
are combined using the lens formula (Eq. 15), 1/fz_21= 1 ld + 1/fz, to form the second lens 
in the 2f correlator model, FII.22.t A block diagram of the 2f model incorporating this lens 
is shown in Figure 12. 





Figure 12. Final model for 2f correlator which includes the combination of the phase 
compensation lens, FCL, and the second Fourier transform lens, FTL2, into the 
equivalent lens, FTL2zt· 
A Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera detects the intensity of the distribution in the 
correlation plane, giving 
(32) 
The correlator simulation calculates the output intensity as described in the preceding 
development using MATLAB to perform the operations [Ref. 10]. 
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D. IMAGING SIMULATION 
1. Introduction 
The imaging simulation program was developed using two software packages, 
MATLAB and Spyglass Transform. MATLAB code was written to simulate the operation 
of the imaging system and image files were created using Spyglass Transfonn from the 
output of the MATLAB simulations. 
MATLAB (or MATrix LABoratory) is an interactive system and programming 
language for general scientific and technical computation developed by the Math Works, 
Inc. [Ref. 11]. The basic data and variable element in MATLAB is a matrix that does not 
require dimensioning. Programming in MATLAB is simplified by the fact that MATLAB 
expressions are coded nearly identically to how they are written mathematically. 
Spyglass Transfonn is an image processing package that provides for the creation, 
manipulation, and display of large image files. Spyglass Transform is a product of 
Spyglass, Inc., and is available for use on Apple computers and with PC Windows [Ref. 
12]. For this simulation, the Apple version was used. 
2. Procedure 
a. Background 
The imaging system was modeled as described by Equation 18. Two programs 
were written to simulate the operation of the system, IDEAL.M and ACTUAL.M 
(described later). The code for these programs is provided in the Appendix. The .M 
extension indicates a MATLAB specific file. These two files are called script files. When 
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a script file is invoked, MATLAB simply executes the commands found in the file. The 
statements found in a script file operate globally on the data in the workspace. 
Additionally, two small.fimction files, COSINE.M and CHIRP.M, were written to provide 
the desired input functions to the input spatial light modulator. Function files are 
subroutines that, unlike script files, are able to pass arguments and also operate on 
variables in a local sense. Variables defined and manipulated inside the file are local to the 
function and do not operate globally on the workspace [Ref. 11]. 
b. Simulation of Ideal SLM 
IDEAL.M is written to model a SLM with an ideal linear amplitude-only SLM 
transmittance with constant phase. This ideal transmittance was used as a reference against 
which the actual operating characteristics could be compared. The program is set up to 
take keyboard input of the type of input function desired (cosine or chirp) and the range 
of gray-scale transmittance, from 0-255, to be modeled for the SLM. The program 
calculates the transmittance based on this input using an offset value that is midway 
between the input upper and lower gray-scale values and a gain value that maintains the 
maximum values of the function within the specified range. Figure 13 shows the calculated 
chirp input function that uses the full range (0-255) of gray-scale values. For this gray-
scale range, the offset is 127.5 and the gain is also 127.5. Figure 14 shows the linear-
amplitude, constant-phase transmittance curves for this ideal amplitude-only SLM. Only 
one-dimensional functions were considered for this model. Extension to two-dimensions 
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was accomplished using output from this program and the Spyglass image processing 
package and is discussed in a subsequent section. 
Plot of Input Function, g(x) 
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Figure 13. Plot of input chirp function for gray-scale 0-255. 
At each sample point, the input function values were converted to the closest 
realizable integer values by rounding up or down to this value. The complex transmittance 
value was found from a look-up table that was implemented as follows. As shown 
previously in Tables I and ll, 27 discrete data points were measured between 0 and 255 
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gray-scale to determine the complex transmittance of the SLM. The look-up table requires 
that all the integers between 0 and 255 be represented, so a spline interpolation was 
performed on the experimentally determined values of the complex operating curve of the 
liquid crystal cell to obtain interpolated values at each value of the gray-scale. Then, for 
each rounded value of the input function, the value of the associated interpolated value of 
the SLM transmittance multiplies that value of the input, which effectively accounts for 
the complex nature of the SLM transmittance: 
For the ideal case considered, the amplitude portion of the transmittance curve 
was a linear ramp from zero to one in normalized intensity with a constant phase of zero. 
As previously indicated, these are depicted in Figure 14 for the full range of gray-scale. 
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Figure 14. Magnitude and phase plots for ideal SLM operating curve. 
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Magnitude and phase plots of the output of SLM1 for this transmittance with 
a linear chirp input (Eq. 17) are shown in Figure 15. Since the output function should 
equal the input function for the ideal case, we note that the SLM's ideal transmittance 
provides no distortion to the input function. The phase is uniformly zero as shown in the 
bottom half of Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Upper curve is magnitude and lower curve is phase of 
SLM1 output for ideal operating curve with a linear chirp input. 
A Fourier transform of the output of SLM1 was then taken using MA TLAB' s 
fast Fourier transform (FFf) function to simulate the Fourier transform performed by the 
first Fourier transform lens in the system. For vectors with a length that is a power of two, 
MATLAB uses a fast radi.x.-2 FFT. Since vector lengths in the correlator simulation were 
all equal to 1024, we were able to take advantage of this feature. The magnitude squared 
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of the Fourier transformed output of SLM1 is depicted on a linear scale in the top portion 
of Figure 16. The lower portion of Figure 16 provides the same plot with the vertical scale 
converted to dB to provide better representation of the spectral components of the 
transformed chirp function. 
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Figure 16. Plot of Fourier magnitude spectrum for chirp function 
with amplitude-only transmission of input SLM. Lower portion of 
figure is spectrum in dB. 
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A second FFT is taken by the simulation program to model the operation of 
the second lens as indicated in Equation 24. The square of the magnitude of this function 
is then taken, corresponding to intensity detection by the CCD camera in the correlation 
plane of the actual system. A plot of this intensity function is shown in Figure 17. Since 
the complex transmittance considered was for that of a linear, amplitude-only SLM, there 
is, as expected, no distortion of the output intensity function. 
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Figure 17. Intensity detected chirp function in correlation plane of 
imaging system for ideal input SLM. 
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c. Simulation of Actual SLM 
ACTUAL.M was written to simulate the measured operating characteristics of 
the input SLM of the correlator system, using data obtained via the method discussed in 
Chapter ill. Keyboard input to this program is the same as for IDEAL.M. The input 
function to SlMl is again calculated based on the range of gray-scale values input by the 
operator. For input values less than the full range, the value of offset is calculated as the 
midrange of the minimum and the maximum values entered and the value of gain is 
calculated so that the input function ranges between the minimum and maximum values 
entered. A spline interpolation, using MATLAB's built-in SPUNE function, is again 
utilized to obtain the input values at each of the gray-scale levels between the minimum 
and maximum values selected by the operator, so that the effect on the input function by 
the complex transmittance can be accomplished over the specified range. Figure 18 again 
shows the chirp function for the full range (0-255) of possible gray-scale values and Figure 
19 shows the experimentally obtained amplitude and the phase transmittance measurements 
for the input SLM. 
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Input Function, g(x) 
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Figure 19. Magnitude and phase, respectively, of measured 
transmittance curve for input SLM. 
The input function is then converted to the closest realizable integer values by 
rounding up or down to this value and multiplied by the complex transmittance by use of 
the spline-intetpolation and look-up table, as was done in the ideal case. A plot of the 
magnitude and phase of the chitp function after this transmittance using the full gray-scale 
range of 0-255 is shown at Figure 20. There is a contrast reversal and distortipn of the 
input function due to the nonlinear operating characteristics of the SIM. 
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Figure 20. Upper plot is magnitude and lower plot is phase of chirp 
function at output of SLMl using the full range of gray-scale. 
Figure 21 shows the spatial spectral content in the filter plane, i.e., after the 
first Fourier transform operation, and Figure 22 shows the distorted signal as it is intensity 
detected in the correlation plane. 
As discussed in Chapter ll, we wanted to fmd a portion of the complex 
transmittance curve of the input SLM that might have more linear behavior and hence 
provide less distortion to the input function than that caused by using the full range of 
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gray-scale. In addition, it was important to maintain good contrast ratio for the function 
(where "contrast ratio" is defined as the ratio of the maximum transmitted intensity to the 
minimum transmitted intensity for the full range of gray-scale). The portion of the curve 
that best met this requirement ranged from a gray-scale of 20 to a gray-scale of 120. 
Figure 23 illustrates the input chirp function resulting from the selection of gray-scale 
values ranging from a minimum of 20 to a maximum of 120. 
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Figure 21. Upper portion is magnitude of spectrum in the imaging 
system filter plane for a chirp function input for the full-range 
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Figure 22. Intensity detected chirp function in correlation plane of 
imaging system for full complex encoding by input SLM. 
Figure 24 depicts the magnitude and phase plots of the portion of the 
transmittance curve selected by choosing a restricted range of gray-scale values from 20 
to 120. The magnitude and phase of the output of SI...Ml over the abbreviated range after 
transmission with the selected portion of the operating curve are shown at Figure 25. 
Although there is still some distortion of the signal, the distortion is greatly reduced 
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Figure 23. Chirp input function for gray-scale values of 20-120. 
Figure 26 shows the spectral content in the filter plane and Figure 27 again 
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Figure 24. Selected portion of input SLM's complex operating 
curve for gray-scale values 20-120 (highlighted points). Upper 
curve is transmittance magnitude and lower curve is transmittance 
phase. 
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Figure 25. Upper curve is magnitude and lower curve is phase of 
chirp function at SLMl output using gray-scale values 20-120. 
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Figure 26. Fourier spectrum of chirp function in filter plane for 
complex encoding by input SLM using gray-scale values 10-120. 
Lower curve is same spectrum in dB. 
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Figure 27. Detected intensity in correlation plane for chirp function 
input with complex encoding by SLMl using piecewise-linear 
grayscale from 20-120. 
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d. Comparison of Ideal and Actual Transmiuance Effects 
A comparison of the output curves in the correlation plane of the imaging 
system for the ideal and actual complex transmittances of the input SLM is provided at 
Figure 28 for the full range of possible gray-scale values. In addition to the distortion of 
the output for the actual case, there is also a contrast reversal caused by the negative slope 
of the actual complex transmittance curve. 
Figure 29 illustrates the comparison of the simulated intensity-detected chirp 
function in the correlation plane for ideal and actual operating characteristics for the input 
SLM for gray-scale values of 20-120. Although there is a marked improvement in 
distortion of the signal, there is still a contrast reversal due to the fact that the selected 
portion of the operating curve has negative slope. 
F=>lot of Ideal ond Aetuol Ovtput for Gr'oy-scole 0-.2!!:.!!1- (Nori"T"'olizec:1) 
0 50 100 1.50 .200 250 
Figure 28. Comparison of simulated correlator output for the ideal 
transmittance and the actual SLM transmittance gray-scale values 0-255. 
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F"IO't of Ideo I ond Ae'tuOI Output 1'o,. Oroy-seole 20- 1 ~0 (Norrnoli:zed) 
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Figure 29. Comparison of simulated correlator system outputs for ideal 
transmittance and measured SLM transmittance using piecewise-linear 
portion from 20-120. 
E. EXTENSION TO IMAGE FILES 
1. One-dimensional Chirp 
The generation of image files for a one-dimensional chirp was accomplished using 
a combination of MATLAB and Spyglass Transform functions to serve as a bas~line for 
verification of imaging system simulation performance. A windowed average (i.e., the 
average value over 4 samples) was taken for all the values of the chirp function from 1 to 
1024 to obtain a 256-element sampled vector. A 256x256 one-dimensional chirp array was 
created by writing the 256-element sampled vector to 256 separate rows using the 
CIDRP.M ftle listed in the Appendix. The MATLAB SAVE command saved this array 
in ASCIT format. This saved ftle was then read into Spyglass Transform where an image 
of the array was created. 
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,---------------------------~---- ----
Because of the double slope reversal of the amplitude of the input SLM' s complex 
transmittance curve, the one-dimensional chirp was evaluated using the piecewise linear 
region of the SLM transmittance corresponding to 20-120 gray-scale range. Figure 30 is 
the 256x256 simulated one-dimensional chirp input to SLM1 using the 20-120 gray-scale 
range. Figure 31 shows the output of the imaging simulation over the same range. As 
expected from the previous simulation results, there is a reversal of contrast that manifests 
itself as an inversion of gray-scale between the input and output images. 
Figure 30. One-dimensional chirp image input to 
SLM1 for gray-scale 20-120. 
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Figure 31. Output one-dimensional chirp image for gray-
scale 20-120. 
2. Two-dimensional Chirp 
Development of image files for a two-dimensional chirp function was accomplished 
using MATLAB's built-in l\.1ESHDOM function. The function l\.1ESHDOM transforms the 
domains specified by vectors x and y into arrays XX and YY for evaluating functions of 
two variables. To emulate the resolution of the SLMs, the· chirp function of length 1024 
was again converted to a 256 element vector by averaging over successive groups of 4 
samples, each from 1 to 1024, providing a windowed average for the 256 element vector. 
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In this case, two identical 256 element chirp vectors were transformed by MESHDOM into 
two 256x256 arrays. These were then multiplied element-by-element to create a 256x256 
two-dimensional chirp array. This array was then saved as an ASCII f:tle in the same 
manner as for the one-dimensional case, loaded by Spyglass Transform, and converted to 
a 256x256 image. 
Figure 32 shows the simulated two-dimensional chirp image input to the imaging 
simulation for a gray-scale of 0 to 255. Figure 33 is the simulated two-dimensional output 
image from the simulation using the entire gray-scale range of the SLM transmittance. 
Figure 33 shows the effects of the distortion caused by the complex operating 
characteristics of SI.Ml. 
Figure 32. Simulated two-dimensional input chirp 
function for gray-scale 0-255. 
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Figure 33. Simulated two-dimensional chirp 
output image for gray-scale 0-255. 
Figures 34 is the input image from the actual imaging sytem for a gray-scale range 
of 0-255 and Figure 35 is the corresponding output image for the same gray-scale range. 
The predicted contrast reversal and amplitude distortion of the output image are clearly 
evident. 
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Figure 34. Actual imaging system input chirp image 
for gray-scale 0-255. 
Figure 35. Actual imaging system two-dimensional 
chirp output with gray-scale 0-255. 
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Figure 36 is the two-dimensional simulated chitp input to the imaging simulation for 
gray-scale values 20-120. Figure 37 is the predicted intensity output in the correlation 
plane for the same simulated chirp function. Inspection of the two images indicates the 
expected contrast reversal. The bright areas are those corresponding to maximum gray-
scale, 120 in this case, and it is clear that as seen in the one-dimensional case, these shift 
by one half cycle from the input to the output. 
Figure 36. Input two-dimensional chirp input to imaging 
simulation for gray-scale 20-120. 
Figures 38 and 39 provide image data actually taken from the imaging system in the 
same configuration as that assumed by the simulation. Figure 38 is the input two-
dimensional chirp image to SI.Ml for gray-scale values 20-120. Figure 39 is the intensity 
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detected output image over the same range. Comparison of these images indicates the 
expected contrast reversal manifests itself in a different manner than the simulated results 
but is evident nevertheless. More importantly, it shows that the distorting effects caused 
by the complex transmittance of the liquid crystal cell can be mitigated by careful selection 
of an appropriate region of the operating curve. 
The results obtained from the simulation of the correlator as an imaging system 
indicate that the LCTV. SLMs can be modelled and their behavior reasonably predicted 
with the simulation software. Chapter V summarizes the results of the thesis and discusses 
areas of potential future work using these spatial light modulators in correlator 
applications. 
Figure 37. Intensity detected output image for imaging 
simulation for gray-scale 20-120. 
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Figure 38. Input image for actual imaging system for 
gray-scale 20-120. 
Figure 39. Intensity detected output image for actual 
imaging system for gray-scale 20-120. 
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V. SUMMARY 
This thesis demonstrated the effects of the complex transmittance of liquid crystal 
television spatial light modulators on an optical correlator configured as an imaging 
system. A model was developed to simulate this system using LCTV SIMs and was used 
to evaluate their effect on known input functions. Measured image data confirmed the 
performance of the model. The simulation provided a reliable method for predicting the 
effects of complex transmittance on image quality in an optical correlator configured in 
this manner. 
The simulation was also set -up to provide the operator a capability to observe effects 
cau~ed by selective utilization of the complex transmittance curve. Analysis showed that 
it is possible to control the adverse effects of the SIMs nonlinear transmittance on a 
function that is processed by the imaging system by choosing a piecewise linear region of 
the transmittance curve and controlling the dynamic range of the input signal to match the 
piecewise region. Of note is the fact that, although the effects of the phase characteristics 
of the SIMs transmittance have no impact on the correlator output when configured as an 
imaging system, these effects would be significant in an actual correlator. 
Optical correlation shows great promise for future applications requiring the 
increased speed and efficiency afforded by optical processing. The advent of cheaper, 
more readily available means of providing filters and input image data to correlators will 
make their use increasingly competitive with pure digitally processed imaging systems. 
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Future thesis study could focus on adding the effects .:>fa second SIM, e.g., at the 
correlator filter plane, on the processing of an image and relating noise variance in the 
correlation plane to complex transmittance of the filter plane. 
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APPENDIX. MATLAB CODE FOR IMAGING SIMULATION 
The following programs were used to simulate the operation of the Hybrid Vision 
Lab optical correlator configured for the imaging application. IDEAL.M implemented the 
amplitude-only, ideal characteristics for the operating curve of SLMl. This was used for 
comparison with data from the actual SLM characterization. ACTUAL.M was the code 
that implemented the experimentally obtained data from the characterization of the liquid 
crystal cell using Soutar's method. COSINE.M and CIDRP.M were MATLAB function 
programs called by the other two to provide the input functions to the imaging system. 
IDEAL.M SOURCE CODE 
%%%% 
%%%% 




%%%% This program simulates the operation of an optical imaging system 
%%%% illuminated by a plane wave. It computes the complex transmittance 
%%%% of the input SLMl from the chosen cosine or chirp input function 
%%%% and the desired gray-scale range selected by the operator. From 
%%%% these inputs it calculates and plots 
%%%% 
%%%% 1) the input function 
%%%% 2) the complex transmittance over the specified range 
%%%% 3) the wave at the filter plane 
%%%% 4) the spatial transform of the wave at the filter plane, and 
%%%% 5) the predicted intensity at the correlation plane (assuming 
%%%% an ideal filter SLM2). 
%%%% 
%%%% This program simulates the imaging system performance if spatial 
%%%% light modulators with ideal transmittance were used. 
%%%% 
%%%% 





func=input ('Select input function- ( 0 for cosine, 1 for chirp) [ 1] : '); 
if isempty(func), func=1; end 
disp ( 1 I ) f disp ( I I ) f disp ( I I ) f 
disp(' Select desired lower limit of transmittance curve '); 
disp(' in gray-scale level') 
11=input (' ( 0-240 in increments of 10) [ 0] : '); 
if isempty(l1), 11=0; 
elseif 11 < 0, disp(' Error. 
elseif 11 > 240, disp(' Error. 
end 
disp (I I) f diSp (I I) r disp (I I) r 
Limit out of range. ') 
Limit out of range. ') 
disp(' Select desired upper limit of transmittance curve '); 
disp(' in gray-scale level') 
12=input(' (10-250 in increments of 10 or the value 255) [255]: '); 
if isempty(l2), 12=255; 
elseif 12 < 10, disp(' Error. 
elseif 11 > 255, disp(' Error. 
end 
Limit out of range. ') 
Limit out of range. ') 
if 11 > 12, disp(' Error. Lower limit must be less than upper limit ') 
elseif 11 = 12, disp(' Error. This is a meaningless example in this '); 
disp ('simulation. ') 
end 









Number of sample points 
Offset to center function between 
upper and lower gray-scale bounds 
Gain controls maximum and minimum values 
that may be attained by function 
%%%% Calls function subprograms "chirp.m" or "cosine.m"; returns the 
%%%% appropriate function as a vector and the length of that vector 




%%%% Defines the complex transmittance curve of the Spatial Light 
%%%% Modulator for the upper and lower gray-scale bounds given 
n=length(g); 
j=sqrt(-1); 
if 12 == 255 
v=[l1:10:250 255]; 








if 11 == 0, 
11=11+1; 
12=12+1; 
%%%% Changes range of gray-scale from 0 -> 255 
%%%% to 1 -> 256 for indexing 
end 
%%%% Multiplies unit-amplitude plane wave (1+j0) by the complex 








title('-Plot of Input Function, g(x) '), 
xlabel(' x '),ylabel(' Amplitude '),pause 
meta homey1a 
ax_2=[min(gsl),max(gsl),min(I),max(I)]; 
ax_3=[min(gsl),max(gsl),-.05 1 .05]; 
axis(ax 2) 1 subplot(211) 1 plot(gsl,I), 
title('Magnitude of Transmittance Curve (normalized) ') 1 
xlabel('Gray-scale Level') 1 ylabel('Intensity') 
axis(ax 3),subplot(212) 1 plot(gsl 1 phi), 
title('Phase of Transmittance Curve') 
xlabel('Gray-scale Level 1 ) 1 ylabel('Phase, phi') 1 pause 
meta homey1b 
%%%% Plot of SLM1 output with encoding from selected portion of complex 
%%%% transmittance (i.e. desired linear region) displayed versus full 
%%%% range of complex transmittance 
if 11==1, 11=11-1; 12=12-1; %%%% 
end %%%% 
full gsl=0:255; 
full-I=spline(gsl 1 I 1 full gsl); 
full~hi=spline(gsl 1 phi,fu1l_gsl); 
clg 
Sets range back to 0 -> 255 
required) 
ax 10=[min(full gsl),max(full gsl),min(full I),max(full I)]; 
ax=11=[min(full=gsl),max(full=gsl),-.05 1 .05]; -
axis (ax 10) 1 
(if 
subplot (211) 1 
plot(full_gsl,full_I,full_gsl(l1+1:12+1) 1 full_I(l1+1:12+1) 1 '*'), 
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title('Magnitude of Selected Portion of Transmittance Curve-SLMl'), 
ylabel('Intensity'),xlabel('Gray-scale Level'), 




title('Phase of Selected Portion of Transmittance Curve-SLMl'), 
ylabel('Phase, phi'),xlabel('Gray-scale Level'), 
text(160,-.03, '- full range'),text(160,-.04, '* selected range'),pause 
meta homey2 
%%%% Displays effect of output of SLMl on the input function 
clg 
ax 4=[min(x) ,max(x) ,min( (abs (e)) ."2) ,max( (abs (e)) ."2)]; 
axis (ax 4), subplot (211), plot (x, (abs (e)) . "2), grid, 
title('Magnitude of SLMl output For Selected Portion of Transmittance 
curve'), 




title('Phase of SLMl Output For Selected Portion of Transmittance 
curve'), 
ylabel(' Phase(encoded g(x)) '),xlabel('x'),pause 
meta h_omey3 
%%%% Calculates and plots the Fourier transform of the SLMl output as 
%%%% seen at the filter plane of the imaging system 
clg 
E=fft(e}; 
ax 6=[min(x),max(x),min(abs(E) ."2),max(abs(E) ."2)];axis(ax 6), 
subplot(211),plot(x(l:length(E)),fftshift( (abs(E}) ."2)), -
title(' MAG"2 of FT of Encoded Input Function at Filter Plane'), 
xlabel(' fx '),ylabel(' IF{encoded(g) }1"2 ') 
ax 7=[min(x),max(x),min(10*logl0(abs(E) ."2)),max(10*log10(abs(E) ."2) )];a 
XiS(aX 7) 1 
subplot(212),plot(x(l:length(E)),fftshift(l0*1ogl0((abs(E}) ."2))),grid, 
title(' MAG"2 FT of Encoded Input Function at Filter Plane(dB) '), 
xlabel(' £ x '),ylabel(' IF{encoded(g) }1"2, dB '),pause 
meta homey4 
%%%% Calculates and plots the second Fourier transform of the encoded 
%%%% signal as seen at the correlation plane of the imaging system 
clg 
new_e=fliplr(fft(E)); 
mod new e=new e(l:length(x}); 
yy=linspace(0~255,length(mod new e)); 
abs mod new e=(abs(mod new e)) ."2; 
norm_abs_mod_new_e=abs=mod=new_e/max(abs_mod_new_e); 
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ax 8=[0,max(yy),min(norm abs mod new e),max(norm abs mod new e)]; 
axis(ax 8),plot(yy,norm abs mod new e),grid - - - -
title('-Predicted Intensity-in Correlation Plane'), 
xlabel( 1 x 1 ),ylabel(' IF{F{encoded g(x)}}IA2 1 ) 
meta homey5 
axis; 
ACTUAL.M SOURCE CODE 
%%%% 
%%%% 




%%%% This program simulates the operation of an optical imaging system 
%%%% illuminated by a plane wave. It computes the complex transmittance 
%%%% of the input SLM1 from the chosen cosine or chirp input function 
%%%% and the desired gray-scale range selected by the operator. From 
%%%% these inputs it calculates and plots 
%%%% 







2) the complex transmittance over the specified range 
3) the wave at the filter plane 
4) the spatial transform of the wave at the filter plane, and 
5) the predicted intensity at the correlation plane (assuming 
an ideal filter SLM2). 
%%%% This program simulates the actual imaging system performance using 





%%%% Input measured complex transmittance of SLM1 
I=[.8676 .9529 1 .9735 .8912 .7941 .6559 .5265 .3912 .2691 .. . 
. 1765 .1082 .0665 .0471 .0459 .0588 .0818 .1124 .1485 .1888 .. . 
. 2294 .2712 .3118 .3559 .4029 .4353 .4529]; 
phi=[O .0729 .1655 .2849 .3777 .5034 .6228 .7684 .9143 .. . 
1.1063 1.3116 1.5369 1.7881 2.894 3.9547 4.2721 4.4187 .. . 
4.5181 4.5104 4.6367 4.6838 4.7431 4.7833 4.8234 4.8565 .. . 
4.8897 4.8949]; 
func=input ('Select input function- ( 0 for cosine, 1 for chirp) [ 1] : ') ; 
if isempty(func), func=1; end 
disp (I I) f disp (I I) f disp (I I) f 
disp(' Select desired lower limit 
level') 
11=input(' (0-240 in increments of 
of transmittance curve in gray-scale 
10) [0]: '); 
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if isempty (11) 
11=0; 
elseif 11 < 0 
disp ( 1 Error. Limit out of range. I) 
elseif 11 > 240 
disp ( 1 Error. Limit out of range. I) 
end 
disp ( I I) f disp ( i I ) f disp ( I I ) 
disp( 1 Select desired upper limit of transmittance curve in gray-scale 
level 1 ) 
12=input ( 1 (10-250 in increments of 10 or the value 255) [255]: 1 ); 
if is empty ( 12) 
12=255; 
elseif 12 < 10 
disp( 1 Error. Limit out of range. 1 } 
elseif 11 > 255 
disp( 1 Error. Limit out of range. 1 ) 
end 
if 11 > 12, 
disp( 1 Error. Lower limit must be less than upper limit 1 ) 
elseif 11 = 12, disp(' Error. This is a meaningless example in this '); 
disp('simulation. '} 
end 
%%%% Calculates gain and offset from input values 
N=256; %%%% Number of sample points 
offset={l1+12)/2; %%%% Offset to center function between 
%%%% upper and lower gray-scale bounds 
gain=(offset-11)-0.5; %%%% Gain controls maximum and minimum values 
%%%% that may be attained by function 
%%%% Calls function subprograms "chirp.m" or "cosine.m"; returns the 
%%%% appropriate function as a vector and the length of that vector 
if func == 0, [g,x]=cosine(offset,gain,N); 
else [g,x]=chirp(offset,gain,N); 
end 
%%%% Defines the complex transmittance curve of the SLM for given upper 
%%%% and lower gray-scale bounds 
n=length(g); 
j=sqrt(-1); 
if 12 == 255 
v=[l1:10:250 255]; 
c=sqrt(I(ceil(l1/10+1:12/10+2) )) .*exp(j*phi(round(l1/10+1:12/10+2))); 
else 
v=[l1:10:12]; 
c=sqrt(I(ceil(l1/10+1:12/10+1) )) .*exp(j*phi(round(l1/10+1:12/10+1))}; 
end 
vi= [ 11: 12] ; 
ci=spline(v,c,vi); 
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%%%% Changes range of gray-scale from 
%%%% 0 -> 255 to 1 -> 256 for 
%%%% indexing 
%%%% "Encodes" function with the complex transmittance curve of the SLM 
for i=1:n, e(i)=ci(round(g(i)-(11-1)) ); end 
%%%% Plot of input vector and complex transmittance curve of input SLM 
gsl=[0:10:250 255]; 
ax l=[min(x),max(x),min(g),max(g)]; 
axls(ax 1),plot(x,g),grid,title(' Input Function, g(x) '), 




axls(ax 2),subplot(211),plot(gsl,I, '+'), 
title('Magnitude of Complex Transmittance-SLM1 (normalized)'), 
xlabel('Gray-scale Level'),ylabel('Intensity') 
axis (ax_3), subplot.(212), 
plot(gsl,phi, '+'),title('Phase of Transmittance Curve-SLM1') 
xlabel('Gray-scale Level'),ylabel('Phase, phi'),pause 
meta homey1b 
%%%% Plot input function with encoding from selected portion of complex 
%%%% transmittance curve (i.e. desired linear region) displayed versus 
%%%% full range of complex transmittance 
if 11==1,11=11-1;12=12-1; 
else,l1=11;12=12;end 
%%%% Sets range back to 0 -> 255 
%%%% required) 
(if 





ax 4=[min(full gsl),max(full gsl),min(full I),max(full I)]; 
ax=5=[min(full=gsl),max(full=gsl),min(full~hi),max(full_phi)]; 
axis(ax_4),subplot(211), 
plot(full gsl,full I,full gsl(l1+1:12+1),full 1(11+1:12+1), '*'), 
title('Magnitude of Selected Portion of Complex Transmittance 
Curve-SLM1' ) , 
ylabel('Magnitude'),xlabel('Gray-scale Level'), 
text(160, .9, '- full range'),text(160, .8, '* selected range') 
axis(ax_5),subplot(212), 
plot(full gsl,full phi,full gsl(ll+l:l2+1),full phi(ll+l:l2+1), '*'), 
title('Phase of Selected Portion of Complex Transmittance curve-SLM1'), 
ylabel('Phase, phi'),xlabel('Gray-scale Level'), 
text(160, .6, '- full range'),text(160, .15, '* selected range'),pause 
meta homey2 
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%%%% Displays effect of complex transmittance on the input function 
clg 
ax 6=[min(x),max(x),min(abs(e)),max(abs(e))];axis(ax 6), 
subplot(211),plot(x,abs(e)),grid, 
-
title('Magnitude of SLMl output For Selected Portion of Transmittance 
curve'), 
ylabel('Mag(encoded g(x)) '),xlabel('x') 
ax 7=[min(x),max(x),min(angle(e) ),max(angle(e) )];axis(ax 7), 
subplot(212),plot(x,angle(e) ),grid, 
-
title('Phase of SLMl Output For Selected Portion of Transmittance 
Curve'), 
ylabel(' Phase(encoded g(x)) '),xlabel('x'),pause 
meta homey3 
%%%% Calculates and plots the Fourier transform of the encoded signal 
%%%% as seen at the filter plane of the imaging system 
clg 
E=fft(e); 
ax 8=[min(x),max(x),min(abs(E) .A2),max(abs(E) .A2)];axis(ax 8), 
subplot(211),plot(x(l:length(E) ),fftshift( (abs(E)) .A2)),grid, 
title(' MAGA2 of FT of Encoded Input Function at Filter Plane (dB)'), 
xlabel(' f_x '),ylabel(' IF{encoded(g)} IA2 ') 
ax 9=[min(x),max(x),min(10*log10(abs(E) .A2) ), 
- max(lO*loglO(abs(E) .A2))]; 
axis(ax 9), 
subplot(212),plot(x(l:length(E) ),fftshift(lO*loglO((abs(E)) .A2))),grid, 
title(' MAGA2 FT of Encoded Input Function at Filter Plane(dB) '), 
xlabel(' f_x '), 
ylabel(' IF{encoded(g) }IA2, dB '),pause 
meta homey4 
%%%% Calculates and plots the second Fourier transform of the encoded 





abs mod new e=(abs(mod new e)) .A2; 
norm_abs_mod_new_e=abs=mod=new_e/max(abs_mod_new_e); 
ax_lO=[min(y),max(y),min(norm_abs_mod_new_e), 
max(norm abs mod new e)];axis(ax 10), 
plot(y,norm abs mod new e),grid, -
title(' Detected Intensity in Correlation Plane'), 




COSINE.M SOURCE CODE 
function [V,k] = cosine(o,g,N) 
%%%% March 1993 
%%%% 
%%%% 
%%%% This program will calculate a cosine signal for use in the 
%%%% actual.m and ideal.m imaging simulation programs. 
%%%% 
k=linspace(1,25.5,1024); 
V=o + g*cos(k); 
CIDRP.M SOURCE CODE 





%%%% This program will calculate a chirp signal for use in the 





V=o+g*(sin(k*(fo+fd/2)-(fd*(N-1)/(4*pi)) .* sin(2*pi*k/(N-1))) ); 
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